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Director’s Message
We have cause for celebration at the Press. Our senior editor, Peter
Midgley, received the Tom Fairley Award1 for Editorial Excellence for
his work on The Last Temptation of Bond by Kimmy Beach. Author Paul
Martin was awarded the Gabrielle Roy Prize2 for his book Sanctioned
Ignorance: The Politics of Knowledge Production and the Teaching of the
Literatures of Canada. And Kevin Timoney received the Lane Anderson
Award3 for The Peace-Athabasca Delta: Portrait of a Dynamic Ecosystem.
These, and many other awards, are noted on page 17. Congratulations
to the winning authors and everyone associated with the books involved.
During all the excitement and demands of our publishing program and celebrations
of award-winning authors and books we have been engaged in transitioning from
our old (2001–2002) enterprise-wide publishing management system to a brand
new system, BooksoniX, an efficient web-based book management system. I’m
happy to report the transition is progressing well and we will soon power our fresh,
new website from the BooksoniX platform.
Publishing has undergone an astonishing array of changes in the past few years.
Print books to eFormats, self-published authors entering the field, the closure of
many independent booksellers, a desire for open access, and, in Canada, a change
in copyright legislation with, among other things, the addition of fair dealing. In
response to market changes the Press is exploring new ways and opportunities to
make our books more visible and available.

director’s message

One area of concern is the application of the fair dealing clause, which publishers and
authors have found to be broader than was understood in terms of the wording and
intent of the legislation. The impact at Press has been a dramatic drop in the purchase
of books that have previously enjoyed regular, wide adoption for course use. We share
concerns about the cost to students and are sensitive in that respect with our own
pricing. Paying a fair price for the use of books in courses, however, is essential for
publishers to meet the costs of production and pay authors for their work. Without a
source of revenue to offset the financial impact of the broad interpretation of fair use,
the viability of publishing new texts in Canada is in jeopardy.

2

Sincerely,
Linda D. Cameron, Director

1

The Tom Fairley Award for Editorial Excellence, established in 1983 and presented
annually by the Editors' Association of Canada (EAC), recognizes the editor's often
invisible contribution to written communication.

2

ACQL annually awards the Gabrielle Roy Prizes, one in English and one in French,
for the best book-length studies in Canadian and Québec literary criticism.

3

The Lane Anderson Award honours the very best science writing in Canada today.

A Tale of
Monstrous
Extravagance
Imagining
Multilingualism
TOMSON HIGHWAY

Fasten your chastity belts, ladies and
gentlemen, it’s gonna be a bumpy ride.

From his legendary birth in a snowbank in northwestern Manitoba, through
his metamorphosis to citizen-artist of the world, polyglot, playwright, pianist,
storyteller, and irreverent disciple of the Trickster, Tomson Highway rides roughshod through the languages and communities that have shaped him. Cree, Dene,
Latin, French, English, Spanish, and the universal language of music have opened
windows and widened horizons in Highway’s life. Readers who can hang on
tight—Highway fans, culture mavens, cunning linguists, and fellow tricksters—
will experience the profundity of Highway’s humour, for as he says, “In Cree,
you will laugh until you weep.”

56 pages • Introduction, liminaire, foreword
Co-published with Canadian Literature Centre / Centre de littérature canadienne
Henry Kreisel Memorial Lecture Series
978–1–77212–041–7 • 5.25'' x 9'' • $10.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–069–1 • $8.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–070–7 • $8.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–071–4 • $8.99 (T) PDF
Canadian Literature/Essay
February 2015
ISBN 978-1-77212-041-7

9 781772 120417

l i t e r at u r e

Tomson Highway enjoys an international career as a playwright, novelist, and pianist/
songwriter. He is considered one of Canada's foremost Indigenous voices. He is best
known for his award-winning plays, The Rez Sisters (1986), Dry Lips Oughta Move to
Kapuskasing (1989), Rose (2000), and Ernestine Shuswap Gets Her Trout (2005), as well as
his critically acclaimed novel, Kiss of the Fur Queen (1998). He lives in Gatineau, Quebec.
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Trying Again
to Stop Time
Selected Poems
JALAL BARZANJI
SABAH A. SALIH, TRANSLATOR

One morning,
long ago,
juice from an apple
dripped onto my words,
leaving them stained forever.

Jalal Barzanji’s poetry willingly mutates his native Kurdish experiences into the global.
In the tradition of Taslima Nasrin, Adonis, Yehuda Amichai, and Mahmoud Darwish,
he speaks with the authority of exile, of the tension that exists between home and
an adoptive land, of that delicate dance of defiance in the face of censorship and
oppression. Barzanji’s poetry is infused with the richness of the Middle East, but
underneath, there are also strands of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and T.S. Eliot. It is here, in
these moments where language and culture collide and co-operate that Barzanji finds
a voice that, in its insistence on remaining true to itself, carves out a strong voice of
opposition to political oppression. Barzanji will draw readers to his work again and
again, the way in which we return to a favourite canvas.

l i t e r at u r e

Jalal Barzanji is a highly respected Kurdish poet and journalist. He has published seven
books of poetry and numerous critical columns. After his two-year imprisonment by
Saddam Hussein’s regime in the late 1980s and further political repression into the 1990s,
Barzanji and his family fled to Turkey, eventually immigrating to Edmonton, Canada.
Sabah A. Salih is Professor of English at Bloomsburg University in Pennsylvania.
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128 pages • Introduction
Robert Kroetsch Series
978–1–77212–043–1 • 5.25'' x 9'' • $19.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–072–1 • $15.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–073–8 • $15.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–074–5 • $15.99 (T) PDF
Poetry/Canadian Literature
February 2015

ISBN 978-1-77212-043-1

9 781772 120431

A Year of Days
MYRL COULTER

“ As soon as she was gone
from this earth, I felt an
overwhelming need for
more of her. I had to find
her again. But how do you
find someone after they’re
gone for good?”

After her mother succumbed to a rare form of dementia, Myrl Coulter returned
to the eulogy she wrote for the funeral and expanded it into meditations on the
troubling absence of what had been a fraught relationship. The result is fifteen
personal narrative essays that travel through the vacations, annual holidays,
special occasions, and regular ordinary days each year brings. Coulter quests
for the mother who is already gone and yet remains all around her, no matter
where she is. In every captivating detail of Coulter’s world, A Year of Days offers
readers an intimate odyssey of experience and a cathartic finish.
Born and raised in Manitoba, Myrl Coulter lives and writes in Edmonton, Alberta.
She holds a PhD from the University of Alberta, where she taught English.

ISBN 978-1-77212-045-5

9 781772 120455

l i t e r at u r e

208 pages
Robert Kroetsch Series
978–1–77212–045–5 • 5.25'' x 9'' • $24.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–078–3 • $19.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–079–0 • $19.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–080–6 • $19.99 (T) PDF
Canadian Literature/Essays
February 2015

5

A Canadian Girl
in South Africa
A Teacher’s Experiences
in the South African War,
1899–1902
E. MAUD GRAHAM

critical edition

/

t r av e l

EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION
BY MICHAEL DAWSON, CATHERINE
GIDNEY, AND SUSANNE M. KLAUSEN

6

As the South African War reached its grueling end in 1902, colonial interests at
the highest levels of the British Empire hand-picked teachers from across the
Commonwealth to teach the thousands of Afrikaner women, children, and noncombatants held in concentration camps. Highly educated, hard-working, and often
opinionated, E. Maud Graham joined the Canadian contingent of forty teachers.
Her account reveals the complexity of relations and tensions during a controversial
period in Britain’s history. Graham presents a lively historical travel memoir, and
the editors have provided rich political and historical context to her narrative in the
Introduction and generous annotations. This annotated reprint is a rare primary
source for experts in Colonial Studies, Women’s Studies, and Canadian, South
African, and British Imperial History.
E. Maud Graham (1876–1949) graduated from the University of Toronto in 1896, and taught
in a variety of settings before becoming principal of the High School for Girls in Quebec City
in 1907. Michael Dawson is Professor of History at St. Thomas University. Catherine Gidney
is Adjunct Professor of History at St. Thomas University. Both live in Fredericton. Susanne M.
Klausen is Associate Professor in History at Carleton University, and Honorary Research Fellow
in the Department of Historical Studies, University of Johannesburg. She lives in Gatineau.
264 pages • 31 B&W photographs, 2 maps, bibliography, notes, index
Wayfarer Series
978–1–77212–046–2 • 6'' x 9'' • $34.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–053–0 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–054–7 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–055–4 • $27.99 (T) PDF
Imperial History/South African War/Essays/Travel Memoir
April 2015

ISBN 978-1-77212-046-2

9 781772 120462

From the
Elephant’s Back
Collected Essays &
Travel Writings
EDITED AND WITH
AN INTRODUCTION BY
JAMES GIFFORD
PETER BALDWIN, FOREWORD

This collection has a straightforward
ambition: to redirect the interpretive
perspective that readers bring to Lawrence
Durrell’s literary works by returning their
attention to his short prose.
—From the Introduction

300 pages • Foreword, bibliography, notes, index
978–1–77212–051–6 • 6'' x 9'' • $39.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–059–2 • $31.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–060–8 • $31.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–061–5 • $31.99 (T) PDF
Literary Essays/Cultural Studies/Travel Writing
March 2015

ISBN 978-1-77212-051-6

9 781772 120516

/
critical edition

Born in Jalandhar, British India, Lawrence Durrell (1912–1990) was a critically hailed novelist,
poet, and travel writer best known for the Alexandria Quartet novels, which were ranked
by the Modern Library as among the greatest works of English literature in the twentieth
century. James Gifford is Associate Professor of English and the Director of the University Core
Curriculum at Fairleigh Dickinson University in Vancouver. He has published several scholarly
works on Lawrence Durrell. His latest publication is Personal Modernisms (2014).

t r av e l

Best known for his novels and travel writing, Lawrence Durrell defied easy
classification within twentieth-century Modernism. His anti-authoritarian
tendencies put him at odds with many contemporaries—aesthetically and politically.
However, thanks to a compelling recontextualization by editor James Gifford, these
38 previously unpublished or out-of-print essays and letters reveal that Durrell’s
maturation as an artist was rich, complex, and subtle. This edition promises to
open up new approaches to interpreting his more famous works. Durrell fans will
treasure this selection of rare nonfiction, while scholars of Durrell, Modernist
literature, anti-authoritarian artists, and the Personalist movement will also
appreciate Gifford’s fine editorial work.
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Why Grow Here
Essays on Edmonton’s
Gardening History
KATHRYN CHASE MERRET T

A visitor from down south stared at
my apple tree and said:
“ Those don’t grow here you know.
It’s too cold.”
If the apricot tree in Highlands knew
it couldn’t live here,
it might stop scattering white blossoms
over three lawns.
—Bert Almon

Edmonton has a rich and diverse horticultural history. Vacant lot gardeners, rose
gardeners, and horticultural societies have all contributed to the beautification
of the capital city of Alberta, and through the enthusiasm of florists, seedsmen,
and plant breeders the city has developed a distinct horticultural character. In this
collection of nine essays, each with a different theme, Kathryn Chase Merrett depicts
the development of Edmonton’s social, cultural, and physical landscape as it has
been shaped by champions of both nature and the garden. Edmontonians and
all urbanites interested in gardening and local history, as well as professors and
students of history, cultural studies, and urban design, will delight in the colourful
storytelling of Why Grow Here.

regional history

Kathryn Chase Merrett obtained her Master of Arts degree in History from the University of
Alberta in 1992. She researches and writes about Edmonton, and volunteers her time in the
interests of horticulture and history.
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344 pages • 55 B&W photographs, bibliography, notes, index
978–1–77212–048–6 • 6'' x 9'' • $34.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–075–2 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–076–9 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–077–6 • $27.99 (T) PDF
Gardening/Regional History/Sociology
June 2015

ISBN 978-1-77212-048-6

9 781772 120486

Prairie
Bohemian
Frank Gay’s Life in Music
TREVOR W. HARRISON

“ If anything, he was an anti-celebrity.
He did not conform to society’s ideal of
a refined classical musician. He did not
even conform to the rhinestone image
of a country music star. Nor did he care
to. He was not merely a bohemian; he
was an über-Bohemian.”

Trevor W. Harrison is Professor of Sociology at the University of Lethbridge and Director
of Parkland Institute. Frank Gay (1920–1982) was a personal friend of the author’s parents;
an unforgettable character who often was a guest and who once sold Trevor’s dad a
National steel guitar that remains in the family.
168 pages • 25 B&W photographs, bibliography, notes, appendix, index
978–1–77212–047–9 • 6'' x 9'' • $24.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–066–0 • $19.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–067–7 • $19.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–068–4 • $19.99 (T) PDF
Biography/Music History
ISBN 978-1-77212-047-9
June 2015

9 781772 120479

regional history

Until his death in 1982, Edmonton luthier and composer Frank Gay built guitars
for several famous musicians, including country stars Johnny Cash, Don Gibson,
Webb Pierce, and Hank Snow. He entranced listeners with his singular talent
on guitar and lute, and was well known within the music industry. Very few
recordings of his work exist, and the sparse accounts of his life and work raise
more questions than they answer. In uncovering the story of this private yet
charming and often troubled man, Trevor Harrison does a tremendous service to
Canadian culture and western music history. Musicians and instrument makers,
as well as those interested in western Canadian history or Edmonton’s colourful
past, will be fascinated by this biography of western Canadian luthier, musician,
and guitar virtuoso Frank Gay.
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Overcoming
Conflicting Loyalties
Intimate Partner Violence,
Community Resources
and Faith
IRENE SEVCIK, MICHAEL ROTHERY,
NANCY NASON-CLARK, AND
ROBERT PYNN

domestic violence

To date, little has been published about the place of spirituality in working with
survivors of intimate partner violence. Overcoming Conflicting Loyalties examines the
intersection of faith and culture in the lives of religious and ethno-cultural women in
the context of the work of FaithLink, a unique community initiative that encourages
religious leaders and secular service providers to work together. The authors present
the benefits of such co-operation by reporting the findings of three qualitative
research studies. Individuals in secular and sacral services who work with victims of
domestic violence, as well as academics in the fields of social work, psychology, and
religious studies, will benefit from the insights, depth of experience, and range of
voices represented in this valuable book.
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Irene Sevcik, Michael Rothery, Nancy Nason-Clark, and The Very Rev. Robert Pynn have
brought their professional expertise and experiences to benefit FaithLink at different times
and in different capacities. All of the contributors live in Calgary except Nason-Clark, who
lives in Fredericton.
296 pages • Bibliography, notes, index
978–1–77212–050–9 • 6'' x 9'' • $34.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–063–9 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–064–6 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–065–3 • $27.99 (T) PDF
Domestic Violence/Religion/Social Work
April 2015

ISBN 978-1-77212-050-9

9 781772 120509

Fundamentals of
Public Relations
and Marketing
Communications
in Canada
WILLIAM WRAY CARNEY &
LEAH-ANN LYMER, EDITORS

William Wray Carney has over 30 years’ experience in journalism, communication, and
education. He is the author of In the News, 2nd edition (2008). He lives in Regina. Leah-Ann
Lymer has worked as an editor in educational publishing for two decades. She lives in Toronto.
ISBN 978-1-77212-044-8

pr

496 pages • 53 figures, bibliography, notes, appendix, index
Pica Pica Press
978–1–77212–044–8 • 6'' x 9'' • $60.00 (T) paper
978–1–77212–062–2 • $48.00 (T) PDF
Communication/Public Relations/Postsecondary Education
March 2015

&

Contributors: Colin Babiuk, Sandra L. Braun, Wendy Campbell, John E.C. Cooper, Marsha
D'Angelo, Ange Frymire Fleming, Mark Hunter LaVigne, Danielle Lemon, Allison G.
MacKenzie, Sheridan McVean, Charles Pitts, David Scholz, Jeff Scott, Charmane Sing, Amy
Thurlow, Carolyne Van Der Meer, Ashleigh VanHouten, Cynthia Wrate, and Anthony R. Yue.

c o m m u n i c at i o n s

Experts in public relations, marketing, and communications have created the most
comprehensive textbook specifically for Canadian students and instructors. Logically
organized to lead students from principles to their application—and generously
supplemented with Canadian examples and case studies—the book features chapters
on theory, history, law, ethics, research methods, planning, writing, marketing,
advertising, media, and government relations, as well as digital, internal, and crisis
communications. Chapters open with learning objectives and conclude with lists of
key terms, review and discussion questions, activities, and recommended resources.
Fundamentals of Public Relations and Marketing Communications in Canada will be essential
in post-secondary classes and will serve as a valuable reference for established
professionals and international communicators working in Canada.

9 781772 120448
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Cultural Mapping and
the Digital Sphere
Place and Space
RUTH PANOFSKY & KATHLEEN KELLET T,
EDITORS
SUSAN BROWN & MARY-JO ROMANIUK,
FOREWORD

Notwithstanding their differing approaches—
digital, archival, historical, iterative, critical,
creative, reflective—the essays gathered here
articulate new ways of seeing, investigating,
and apprehending literature and culture.
—From the Preface

literary criticism

This collection of fourteen essays enriches digital humanities research by examining
various Canadian cultural works and the advances in technologies that facilitate these
interdisciplinary collaborations. Fourteen essays in English or French survey the helix
of place and space: While contributors to Part 1 chart new archival and storytelling
methodologies, those in Part 2 venture forth to explore specific cultural and literary
texts. Cultural Mapping and the Digital Sphere will serve as an indispensable road map
for researchers and those interested in the digital humanities, women’s writing, and
Canadian culture and literature.
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Contributors: Jeffery Antoniuk, Susan Brown, Constance Crompton, Ravit H. David, Patricia Demers,
Shawn DeSouza-Coelho, Cecily Devereux, Teresa M. Dobson, Sandra Gabriele, Isobel Grundy, Andrea
Hasenbank, Paul Hjartarson, Kathleen Kellett, Alexandra (Sasha) Kovacs, Vanessa Lent, Margaret
Mackey, Stéphanie Walsh Matthews, Breanna Mroczek, Bethany Nowviskie, Ruth Panofsky, Mariana
Paredes-Olea, Harvey Quamen, Jennifer Roberts-Smith, Omar Rodriguez-Arenas, Mary-Jo Romaniuk,
Stan Ruecker, Lori Saint-Martin, Michelle Schwartz, Stéfan Sinclair, Mireille Mai Truong, Heather Zwicker
Ruth Panofsky is Professor of English at Ryerson University where she specializes in Canadian
literature and culture. Originally from the West Coast, Kathleen Kellett is Associate Professor of
French in the Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures at Ryerson University.
336 pages • Foreword, 35 illustrations and maps, bibliography, notes, appendices, index
978–1–77212–049–3 • 6'' x 9'' • $39.95 (T) paper
ISBN 978-1-77212-049-3
978–1–77212–056–1 • $31.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–057–8 • $31.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–058–5 • $31.99 (T) PDF
Canadian Literature/Digital Humanities/Essays
9 781772 120493
May 2015

War Paintings of the Tsuu T'ina Nation
ARNI BROWNSTONE

Arni Brownstone is Assistant Curator of World Cultures at the Royal Ontario Museum in
Toronto. He is the author of War Paint: Blackfoot and Sarcee Painted Buffalo Robes in the
Royal Ontario Museum. He lives in Toronto.
176 pages • 61 colour plates, 49 colour figures, bibliography, appendix, index
Co-published with the University of Nebraska Press
Canadian Rights Only
978–1–77212–052–3 • 11'' x 8'' • $35.00 (T) paper
ISBN 978-1-77212-052-3
Native Studies/Art/Great Plains
June 2015

9 781772 120523

n at i v e s t u d i e s

During much of the nineteenth century, paintings functioned as the Plains Indians’
closest equivalent to written records. The majority of their paintings documented
warfare, focusing on specific war deeds. These pictorial narratives continue to
expand historical knowledge of a people and place in transition. Arni Brownstone
studies several important war paintings and artifact collections of the Tsuu T’ina
(Sarcee) that provide insight into the changing relations between the Tsuu T’ina,
other plains tribes, and non-Native communities during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. All known Tsuu T’ina paintings are considered in the study,
as are several important collections of Tsuu T’ina artifacts. Brownstone’s work
furthers our understanding of Tsuu T’ina pictographic war paintings in relation to
the social, historical, and artistic forces that influenced them and provides a broader
understanding of pictographic painting, one of the richest and most important
Native American artistic and literary genres.
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Stories Told
Stories and Images
of the Berger Inquiry,
Second Edition
PATRICK SCOT T

“ Having the right to speak is one thing,
being heard is entirely different. Berger
enabled both. His listening skills and
his willingness to listen were profound
and were honored with peoples’ trust.”

Stories Told takes you back into the epic journey of the Berger Inquiry, beginning
in March 1975, as Justice Berger travelled from community to community in the
Northwest Territories to hear how the proposed Mackenzie Valley Pipeline would
affect peoples who have lived in the North from time immemorial. Through the
telling of vivid stories about their life on the land, the pipeline was halted, the course
of history in Canada was altered, and democracy was reborn. This oral history
collection from almost 40 years ago will prove invaluable to all who are interested
in today’s pipeline controversies, the history of Canada and the North, and Native
Studies.

n at i v e s t u d i e s

Patrick Scott moved to the North in 1975, on an 11-month contract with the Canadian
Broadcasting Company, and never left. He graduated from Ryerson University in
Photographic Arts, and he is now Negotiations Co-ordinator with Dehcho First Nations.
He lives in Yellowknife.
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154 pages • 39 B&W images, 1 map
978–0–9738845–2–4 • 6'' x 9'' • $17.50 (T) paper
Native Studies/Oral History/Canadian History
November 2008

ISBN 978-0-9738845-2-4

9 780973 884524

The body in
question(s) /
Le corps en
question(s)
EDITED BY CRISTIAN BERCO,
SEAN CAULFIELD & ISABELLE
VAN GRIMDE

The body in question(s) was produced in conjunction with a creative research project
that brought together contemporary dance, visual art, and academic research to
produce an innovative exhibition/performance exploring contemporary perspectives
of the body. The publication contains 12 essays in both English and French,
discussing the creative and collaborative process that went into the development of
dance and visual art pieces for the exhibition/performance. The contributors explore
a wide range of topics related to how historic and contemporary perceptions of the
body have been shaped by technology, biomedical research, and changing political
and social factors.

Cristian Berco is Associate Professor in the History Department at Bishop’s University,
Quebec. Sean Caulfield is Centennial Professor in the Department of Art and Design at
the University of Alberta and co-editor of Imagining Science (2008). Isabelle Van Grimde,
curator, choreographer, and artistic director of Van Grimde Corps Secrets, lives in Montreal.
212 pages • 73 colour images
Published by the Department of Art and Design,
University of Alberta & Van Grimde Corps Secrets
978–0–96998–988–2 • 7.25'' x 11'' • $34.95 (T) paper
Dance/Visual Art/Social Science
May 2014

ISBN 978-0-96998-988-2

9 780969 989882

performing art

Contributors: Cristian Berco, Fabienne Cabado, Paul Cassar, Sean Caulfield, Timothy
Caulfield, Raphael Cuir, Dawna Gilchrist, Roland Huesca, Lianne McTavish, Marilène Oliver,
Mireille Perron, Monique Regimbald-Zeiber, Isabelle Van Grimde, Brian Webb.
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Painted Faces
on the Prairies
Cantonese Opera and the
Edmonton Chinese Community
HELEN KWAN YEE CHEUNG, CURATOR
History of more than 100 years of Cantonese
opera and the Edmonton Chinese community,
1890–2009.
Helen Kwan Yee Cheung completed her Master of
Arts in East Asian Interdisciplinary Studies at the
University of Alberta in 2013.

96 pages • Over 140 full colour images
Published by Bruce Peel Special Collections Library
978–1–55195–338–0 • 8'' x 11'' • $34.95 (T) paper
Opera/Regional History/Chinese-Canadian Cultural History
July 2014

ISBN 978-1-55195-338-0

9 781551 953380

The Thinking Heart
The Literary Archive of
Wilfred Watson

e x h i b i t i o n c ata lo g u e s

PAUL HJARTARSON & SHIRLEY NEUMAN

16

Life and work of avant-garde poet and
playwright Wilfred Watson through
correspondence with his wife, Sheila Watson.
Paul Hjartarson is Professor Emeritus in English
and Film Studies at the University of Alberta.
Shirley Neuman is Professor Emeritus, University
of Toronto.

160 pages • Over 100 colour illustrations, rounded corners
Published by Bruce Peel Special Collections Library
978–1–55195–339–7 • 8.25'' x 10.75'' • $34.95 (T) paper
Biography/Archives/Literature
October 2014

ISBN 978-1-55195-339-7

9 781551 953397

University of Alberta Press books
are in the news and winning awards.

by Kevin P. Timoney

Gabrielle Roy Prize

Association for Canadian
and Quebec Literatures

Sanctioned Ignorance
by Paul Martin

Scholarly Book of the Year
Alberta Book Awards

The Peace-Athabasca Delta
by Kevin P. Timoney

Tom Fairley Award
for Editorial Excellence

Editor’s Association of Canada

The Last Temptation
of Bond
by Kimmy Beach
Peter Midgley, Editor

Stephan G. Stephansson
Award for Poetry
Alberta Literary Awards

Massacre Street
by Paul Zits

Trade Non-Fiction
Book Award
Alberta Book Awards

Disinherited Generations
by Nellie Carlson &
Kathleen Steinhauer,
as told to Linda Goyette

AAUP Book, Jacket & Journal
Show, Trade Typographic

Association of American
University Presses

Dear Sir, I Intend to
Burn Your Book
by Lawrence Hill
Alan Brownoff, Designer

AAUP Book, Jacket & Journal
Show, Poetry and Literature
Association of American
University Presses

Massacre Street
by Paul Zits
Alan Brownoff, Designer

AAUP Book, Jacket & Journal
Show, Scholarly Typographic
Association of American
University Presses

Recognition and Modes
of Knowledge
Teresa G. Russo, Editor
Alan Brownoff, Designer

awa r d s

Lane Anderson Award
The Peace-Athabasca Delta
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Personal Modernisms
Anarchist Networks and the Later Avant-Gardes
JAMES GIFFORD

Oft-neglected Personalist writers of 1930s–40s comprise a
missing link between modernist and postmodernist literatures.
352 pages • Notes, bibliography, index
978–1–77212–001–1 • 6'' x 9'' • $34.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–009–7 • $23.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–010–3 • $23.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–011–0 • $23.99 (T) PDF
Modernist Literature/Literary Criticism/Anarchist Studies

Climber’s Paradise
Making Canada’s Mountain Parks, 1906–1974
PEARLANN REICHWEIN

Tenacious activism of the Alpine Club of Canada leads
to mountain recreation and conservation.
432 pages • B&W illustrations, tables, maps, bibliography, notes, index
978–0–88864–674–3 • 7.5'' x 10'' • $45.00 (T) paper
978–1–77212–023–3 • $36.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–024–0 • $36.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–025–7 • $36.99 (T) PDF
Canadian History/Mountaineering/Parks
Shortlisted for the Banff Mountain Book Competition

Conrad Kain
Letters from a Wandering Mountain Guide, 1906–1933
ZAC ROBINSON, EDITOR

Conrad Kain’s letters provide insights into the life and thoughts
of this exemplary Austrian-Canadian mountaineer.

r e c e n t ly r e l e a s e d

472 pages • 30 B&W photographs, 3 maps, notes, bibliography, index
978–1–77212–004–2 • 6'' x 9'' • $34.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–016–5 • $27.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–024–0 • $27.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–025–7 • $27.99 (T) PDF
Letters/Mountaineering/Canadian Rockies
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Regenerations/Régénérations
Canadian Women's Writing/Écriture des femmes au Canada
MARIE CARRIÈRE & PATRICIA DEMERS, EDITORS/ DIRECTRICES

Sixteen essays exemplify the progress of interdisciplinary
research, collaboration, and publishing surrounding Canadian
women's writing.
392 pages • Foreword, 1 image, bibliography, afterword, notes, index
978–0–88864–627–9 • 6'' x 9'' • $39.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–026–4 • $31.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–027–1 • $31.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–028–8 • $31.99 (T) PDF
Literary Studies/Cultural Studies/Humanities Computing

small things left behind
ELLA ZELTSERMAN

Lyric-narrative poetry of a Russian-Jewish refugee’s
flight to Canada during the Cold War.
136 pages
Robert Kroetsch Series
978–1–77212–002–8 • 5.25'' x 9'' • $19.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–012–7 • $15.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–013–4 • $15.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–014–1 • $15.99 (T) PDF
Poetry/Canadian Literature/Immigration

Aboriginal Populations
Social, Demographic, and Epidemiological Perspectives
FRANK TROVATO & ANATOLE ROMANIUK, EDITORS

Extended and comparative social demography of Aboriginal
Peoples in Canada and beyond by world-renowned experts.
600 pages • Tables, figures, notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–625–5 • 6'' x 9'' • $60.00 (T) paper
978–1–77212–032–5 • $47.99 (T) PDF
Native Studies/Sociology/Demography

Landscapes of War and Memory
The Two World Wars in Canadian Literature
and the Arts, 1977–2007
SHERRILL GRACE

Comprehensive study of Canadian literature, theatre, art
(1977–2007) depicting memories of the two world wars.

Upgrading Oilsands Bitumen
and Heavy Oil
MURRAY R. GRAY

State-of-the-art oilsands processing technologies,
from laboratory to full commercial scale.
496 pages • Hundreds of figures, tables, equations and reactions;
appendices, bibliography, notes, index
978–1–77212–035–6 • 8' x 10'' • $85.00 (T) cloth
978–1–77212–022–6 • $68.99 (T) PDF
Petroleum Industry/Processing

r e c e n t ly r e l e a s e d

600 pages • 30 B&W photographs, notes, bibliography, index
978–1–77212–0000–4 • 6'' x 9'' • $49.95 (T) paper
War & Cultural Memory/Literature, Visual Arts & Film
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The Little Third Reich on Lake Superior
A History of Canadian Internment Camp R
ERNEST ROBERT ZIMMERMANN
MICHEL S. BEAULIEU & DAVID K. RATZ, EDITORS

Accessible history of the controversial POW camp run during
World War II in northern Ontario.
300 pages • 25 B&W photographs, map, bibliography, notes, index
978–0–88864–673–6 • 6'' x 9'' • $29.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–029–5 • $23.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–030–1 • $23.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–031–8 • $23.99 (T) PDF
Canadian History/Military History/World War II

The Chinchaga Firestorm
When the Moon and Sun Turned Blue
CORDY TYMSTRA
MIKE FLANNIGAN, FOREWORD

How the biggest forest fire in North American history
affected and changed forest fire management.
248 pages • Foreword, 22 figures and maps, notes, bibliography, index
978–1–77212–003–5 • 6'' x 9'' • $34.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–015–8 • $27.99 (T) PDF
Forestry/Environment/Wildfire

Street Sex Work and Canadian Cities
Resisting a Dangerous Order
SHAWNA FERRIS
AMY LEBOVITCH, FOREWORD

De-stigmatization of sex work encourages efforts toward
legal changes to create safe communities for all.

r e c e n t ly r e l e a s e d

288 pages • B&W illustrations, notes, bibliography, appendices, index
978–1–77212–005–9 • 6'' x 9'' • $34.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–019–6 • $23.99 (T) EPUB
978–1–77212–020–2 • $23.99 (T) Kindle
978–1–77212–021–9 • $23.99 (T) PDF
Sex Work/Racism/Women’s Studies/Media Studies
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Theatre, Teens, Sex Ed
Are We There Yet?
JAN SELMAN & JANE HEATHER

Comprehensive examination of award-winning play’s revolutionary
effect on teenage sex education via participatory theatre.
496 pages • 40 B&W photographs, 9 charts, DVD, play, notes, bibliography, index
978–1–77212–005–9 • 6'' x 9'' • $49.95 (T) paper
978–1–77212–034–9 • $39.99 (T) PDF
978–1–77212–008–0 • $5.95 (T) PDF of play only: Are We There Yet?
Theatre/Sex Education/Teaching Methods

Shy
An Anthology
NAOMI K. LEWIS & RONA ALTROWS, EDITORS

Shyness needs no cure, claim the authors of thoughtful,
raw, and humorous essays and poems.
192 pages
Robert Kroetsch Series
978–0–88864–670–5 • 5.25" x 9" • $24.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–743–6 • $19.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–744–3 • $19.99 (T) Kindle
978–0–88864–745–0 • $19.99 (T) PDF
Canadian Literature/Essays/Poetry

Dreaming of Elsewhere
Observations on Home
ESI EDUGYAN | MARINA ENDICOT T, INTRODUCTION

Esi Edugyan interlaces fact and fiction, storytelling and
dreaming to capture the essence of belonging.
56 pages • Introduction, liminaire, foreword
Co-published with Canadian Literature Centre / Centre de littérature canadienne
Henry Kreisel Memorial Lecture Series
978–0–88864– 821–1 • 5.25'' x 9'' • $10.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–836–5 • $8.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–837–2 • $8.99 (T) Kindle
978–0–88864–838–9 • $8.99 (T) PDF
Canadian Literature/Essay

Rhubarb
More Than Just Pies
SANDI VIT T & MICHAEL HICKMAN
LOIS HOLE, INTRODUCTION

A must-have for gardeners, cooks, cottagers, and anyone
who enjoys the bright flavours of summer.
144 pages • B&W illustrations, introduction
Co-published with Hole’s Bountiful Gardens
978–0–88864–348–3 • 5.5" x 8.5" • $14.95 (W) paper
Cookery

CAROLE SUE BAILEY & KATHY DOLBY, EDITORS
CHARMAINE LETOURNEAU, FOREWORD

This tried and true reference work reflects the unique
use of American Sign Language in Canada.
928 pages • Guide to use, fingerspelling, handshapes, numbers,
pronouns, time concepts, place names
978–0–88864–300–1 • 8.75" x 11.25" • $100.00 (T) cloth
Language/Reference

top sellers

The Canadian Dictionary of ASL
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Métis in Canada
History, Identity, Law and Politics
CHRISTOPHER ADAMS, GREGG DAHL & IAN PEACH, EDITORS

Twelve essays look at Canadian Métis today in terms of
history, identity, law, and politics.
560 pages • 20 B&W images, notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–640–8 • 6" x 9" • $65.00 (T) paper
978–0–88864–718–4 • $51.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–719–1 • $51.99 (T) Kindle
978–0–88864–722–1 • $51.99 (T) PDF
Native Studies/Political Science/Canadian History

Disinherited Generations
Our Struggle to Reclaim Treaty Rights for
First Nations Women and their Descendants
NELLIE CARLSON & KATHLEEN STEINHAUER, WITH LINDA GOYET TE
MARIA CAMPBELL, FOREWORD

Two Cree women fought injustices regarding the rights
of Aboriginal women and children in Canada.
180 pages • 20 B&W photographs, map, notes, appendices, index
978–0–88864–642–2 • 6'' x 9'' • $24.95 (T) paper
978–0–88864–690–3 • $19.99 (T) EPUB
978–0–88864–691–0 • $19.99 (T) Kindle
978–0–88864–804–4 • $19.99 (T) PDF
Native Studies/Human Rights/Women’s Studies/Oral History

Great Canadian War Stories
MURIEL WHITAKER, EDITOR
PETER STURSBERG, FOREWORD

At once terrible and uplifting, memorable and harrowing,
these stories describe a seminal period in Canadian history.
296 pages
978–0–88864–383–4 • $19.95 (T) paper
Literature/Short Stories

The Unwanted
top sellers

Great War Letters from the Field
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JOHN MCKENDRICK HUGHES
JOHN R. HUGHES, EDITOR

Canadian farmer-officer was part of effort to feed troops
in France during WWI.
416 pages • B&W photographs, maps, notes, bibliography, index
978–0–88864–436–7 • 6'' x 9'' • $32.95 (T) paper
History/War/Agriculture
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